
3 DIGITAL 
DISRUPTIONS 

BLOCKCHAIN 
What is it?
Blockchain is a distributed ledger with a
record of transactions, managed & stored in
1000s of connected computers. Each person
in the blockchain has access to the ledger. 

Cryptocurrencies (like Bitcoin) use blockchain

to share financial transactions but any kind of

data can be processed this way.  
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3 COMPANIES USING IT 

USER EXPECTATIONS

HORIZON STATE Uses blockchain to create an unhackable,

digital ballot box. Allows organisations to vote securely with

anonymity, free from coercion.  

BLOCKGRAIN Startup empowering farmers & grain brokers

to build a supply chain using blockchain. Can also track

produce from paddock to plate.  

POWER LEDGER Developing a blockchain-based platform

for energy sharing. Allows neighbours to trade energy or

household suppliers to sell excess power to the grid.  

More transparency from transactions & organisations. 

Increased demand for ethical and sustainable products.

Demand for reduction in bank & intermediary fees.

Skill provision without a mediator. We'll expect peer-to-

peer rideshare, energy, home rental & more. e.g. No

need for Uber or Airbnb, we'll connect direct.  

Demand for more factual storytelling from brands.   

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
What is it?

Artificial intelligence is the development of
computer systems to perform tasks that

normally require human intelligence. Visual
perception, speech recognition, problem-

solving, decision-making & translation
between languages, such as Alexa, Siri &

Google Home. 
  

3 COMPANIES USING IT 
PRESAGEN Brings together medical image techniques

for diagnostics. Uses historical data & identifies medical

condition features not visible to the human eye.  
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GOOGLE DUPLEX Taking chatbots to a new level, it can

have verbal conversations believable to humans.  

USER EXPECTATIONS
Integration between devices, from doorbells, to light

switches, to music players. 

Users become less selective & discerning - music,

entertainment & product offerings.

Customer service will be expected to know what we

want, how much and how often. 

Instant access. We tell AI assistant to buy something &

it's delivered in 1 or 2 days. 

With routine tasks done by AI, we have more time for

critical thinking at work & fun at home.  

HYPER- 
PERSONALISATION
What is it?
Using dynamic data to provide a more
personalised experience for the end user.
Advanced technology, big data and artificial
intelligence have made personalisation
possible. The affordability of creating a
human genome has taken personalisation to
a cellular level known as hyper-
personalisation.  

3 COMPANIES USING IT 
GENEU Skin care brand offers same day DNA testing.

Products are formulated using active ingredients based on

the customer's DNA & lifestyle. 

KURA ONCOLOGY Oncology Biotech company using

precision medicine to develop customised treatment for

cancer patients. ‘Your genetic code is unique, your cancer

treatment should be too’.

LEXUS Smart billboards detect make, model & year of cars

& project tailored ads to motorists. Roadside cameras read

licence plates & computers make judgements to pitch cars

based on driver’s address, age, race & income.

USER EXPECTATIONS
Products & services to be marketed exclusively to a

hyper-individual level across all channels. 

Automatic, timely, precise, customised & 24/7. 

Products tailored to our genetic make-up, from foods to

medicines to cosmetics and more.  

All things to be personalised - search engines,

gamification, education, social media, AI. 

It's personal. If you use my data make it worth my

while.  

and how they're changing user expectations

Obvious contenders are Facebook, Google,

Apple, IBM and Microsoft. But there are some

amazing Australian companies forging ahead

with AI. e.g. DAISEE & Flamingo

A page in the ledger is a ‘block'. Each block
has a code, like a fingerprint, that IDs that
block & its contents making it impossible to
alter or remove.   

BOWERY FARMING Vertical farming startup for indoor

crop growing. Sensors collect data on humidity,

temperature & light. AI adjusts to the ideal conditions for

each crop. 

While consumers expect hyper-personalisation

from marketing to ecommerce they demand

security of data. Privacy, control & peace of

mind in how it's used & stored are paramount. 


